Charity is the cement that binds communities to God and persons to one another.

- Saint Vincent DePaul
On behalf of the Sisters of Charity and the Board of Directors, staff and residents of Elizabeth Seton Residence, I welcome you to our 2018 Annual Report.

Here at Elizabeth Seton Residence, we are dedicated to our mission of providing “compassionate and caring service” and to creating “an atmosphere where all feel welcome and respected.” To accomplish this mission, we strive to deliver the highest-quality Catholic healthcare while maintaining an unprecedented commitment to initiatives and programs that exemplify the industry’s leading edge of innovation and excellence.

We are most grateful to all who answered our invitation to “Meet the Need,” especially the Wellesley Hills Junior Women’s Club and the Martin J. Walsh Charitable Foundation. With the support of all our donors, we were able to purchase needed medical and clinical equipment for nursing and short-term rehab, upgraded furniture for resident rooms, additional iPads for our “Music & Memory” initiative and new china for our “Dining with Dignity” program. Your donations also helped fund staff education and development as well as materials for our “Meaningful Moments” memory care activities.

While Elizabeth Seton Residence remains eager to embrace exciting new advances in long-term care and short-term rehabilitation, the facility continues to face the financial challenges inherent in any non-profit entity. So, once again, we invite you to help ESR continue to fulfill its mission. As you peruse this report, you will notice that we have increased our 2019 fundraising goals to meet the extraordinary challenges and opportunities ahead.

We thank you for being part of the Elizabeth Seton Residence’s story! We give thanks to our God for all that we have accomplished together and we look forward to a successful future ahead!

Joan J. Holmberg, SC, Ph.D.
Chair, Elizabeth Seton Residence Board of Directors
Whitestone, New York
As Administrator of the Elizabeth Seton Residence, it is my privilege to lead an organization that is committed to delivering the finest health care possible as we fulfill our mission of treating everyone with dignity, respect and compassion. Recognized as one of the finest rehabilitation and skilled nursing facilities in the country, we are a collaboration, making a difference in the lives of all we serve, one person at a time.

I am grateful for the support of all the exceptional people that come together to make each day possible. The strength of our leadership team, the dedication of our staff, the inspiring lives of our residents and to you, our supporters and families. You embrace us in our mission with a steadfast commitment and we are most thankful for your continued vote of confidence.

On the threshold of our 39th year of service, others in our community and across the country continue to notice our achievements too. Through a concerted team effort and an organization-wide commitment to quality and resident care, the Elizabeth Seton Residence is honored to be identified for the 6th consecutive year as a Top Performing “Best of the Best” Skilled Nursing Facility by US News & World Report, recognized by the Center for Medicare Services as a 5-Star Quality facility, and the recipient of the 2017 AHCA Bronze Quality award. Locally, we are a preferred provider for both the Partners HealthCare System and Beth Israel Deaconess Health Care System.

The aging sector of our population continues to grow, requiring new ways to care for our seniors. We have expanded our short term rehabilitation capabilities to meet the needs of the community. We also continue to focus on ensuring that the final phase of life for our long term care residents takes place in a compassionate and caring environment.

We remain driven by our unwavering mission to improve the health, well-being and sense of purpose of those we have the opportunity to serve. You are an integral part of this effort, and we are most grateful for your support.

Lori A. Ferrante, MBA, LNHA, OT/L
Administrator
Elizabeth Seton Residence
The Elizabeth Seton Residence is recognized as one of the finest rehabilitation and skilled nursing facilities in the country. A Ministry of the Sisters of Charity, Halifax, the Elizabeth Seton Residence was established in 1980 to provide the best in nursing and spiritual care to the sisters and their families.

Today, the Elizabeth Seton Residence is a financially independent, Catholic, mission-driven 501(c)3 charitable organization welcoming lay and religious seniors. We provide short-term rehabilitation stays as well as 24-hour skilled nursing, hospice and palliative care.

We are not your typical nursing home - we are different. We help people live their lives to the fullest with an emphasis on quality of life, social interaction, spirituality, creativity and purpose while fostering inter-personal relationships, laughter and fun for a life worth living. Our residents don't pass their time with us - they are living their lives - engaged and thriving.

What makes the Elizabeth Seton Residence Special?

Our patient-centered initiatives are at the leading edge of healthcare today

Music & Memory

The Music and Memory Program taps into each person’s deep rooted love of music and brings a sense of familiarity and control back into their lives. Our staff assists the residents in setting up personalized music playlists on individual iPads with headphones. Listening to their familiar music can improve mood and level of functioning leading to increased socialization.

Ballroom Dancing

Our Ballroom Dancing class is not just a social event. Studies have shown that dancing improves balance and fall-reduction, socialization and a culture of inclusion that embraces both understanding and acceptance among the residents, which in turn improves their quality of life.
**Dining with Dignity**

A hot cup of coffee for a person with arthritic knuckles or the instability of Parkinson’s can be an impossibility. These conditions can make the simplest everyday joy we take for granted into a lesson of frustration when using traditional cups.

At the Elizabeth Seton Residence, we have taken this to heart and implemented our “Dining with Dignity” program. We have outfitted the residence with coffee cups that are designed with unique handles that put the hands into an anatomically neutral position, improving grip and reducing pressure and pain on hands that need a little extra help.

We implemented a new design for our dinnerware using colors that appeal to those with dementia and low vision. The plates look like everyday dinnerware but there are hidden benefits. This allows residents to retain their independence and experience dining in a dignified way.

**Meaningful Moments**

Thanks to a grant from the Wellesley Hills Junior Women’s Club, we were able to purchase program materials for the “Meaningful Moments” initiative. This program identifies and provides activities that match a resident’s cognitive capability, optimizing opportunities for residents with dementia to experience meaningful engagement, fun and success.

“Giving Tuesday” donations & a gift from the Martin J. Walsh Charitable Foundation, were used to purchase new iPads and iTunes gift cards for the “Music & Memory” Program.
2018 Annual Meet

275 guests joined together at the Wellesley Country Club to celebrate the 2018 Annual Meet the Need Dinner. The sell-out evening was a great success raising over $89,000 for the purchase of new medical equipment for nursing and short-term rehabilitation.

Teri Adler was our emcee for the evening. The Bo Winiker Jazz Trio and Wellesley College BlueJazz entertained. The evening also included a Silent Auction & Raffle. The evening’s honoree was Reverend John J. Connelly of St. John the Evangelist parish in Wellesley.

We are most grateful to all our donors and attendees who made the evening so special!
the Need Dinner

2019 Annual Meet the Need Dinner
Thursday evening, October 10, 2019
6:00 - 10:00 pm, Wellesley Country Club

Save the Date!
Our wonderful community of over 100 Volunteers touch the lives of our residents every day. We are fortunate to welcome local schools, youth group activities and our Eucharistic Ministers. Thank you for all you do!

We are fortunate to partner with the areas leading colleges and universities to train future health care professionals. Massachusetts Bay Community College Nursing interns, Arina Urlanis, Lais Depaula & Elaine Minnehan work with our medical team to care for our residents and prepare for the future.

Our rehabilitation department hosted students from the American International College who are studying Occupational Therapy, and Physical Therapy interns from Bay State College.

We are invited to participate in a multi-year study to reduce antimicrobial use in skilled nursing facilities for residents with dementia. The study is sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and affiliated with the Harvard Medical School.

The Elizabeth Seton Residence was invited to participate in a multi-year study to reduce antimicrobial use in skilled nursing facilities for residents with dementia. The study is sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and affiliated with the Harvard Medical School.

Partners HealthCare and NaviHealth
We are one of 5 skilled rehabilitation programs that collaborates with the Newton Wellesley Hospital Post Acute Team to provide coordinated care to their Medicare Accountable Care Organization patients. We work with the hospital’s Transitions Care Managers and utilize both our clinical expertise and predictive outcome technology to efficiently progress patients through rehabilitation for a successful return home.

"As our days with Mom drew to a close, it is difficult to know who, our Mother or her family, most benefited from the professional, ever-present and supportive care the staff provided. Words cannot fully capture how grateful we are to each member of the Elizabeth Seton staff whose kindness, care and support made our mother’s last home a happy and safe place for her.”

- Patricia MacKay, Mansfield, MA

Staff Education donations enabled attendance at over 20 seminars and workshops related to dementia care, clinical skills development, quality initiatives, leadership skills, and regulatory requirements. We offer our employees the opportunity to grow and develop the skills needed to keep pace with the ever-changing field of health care.
**Continuing our mission**

As an independent, non-profit, Catholic entity, we are faced with significant financial challenges. Over 65% of our residents rely on Medicaid to cover the cost of their care. It simply is not enough and leaves us with a significant budget shortfall.

We need your help to fund ongoing program development, perform necessary updates to our facility, purchase new equipment and find the means to provide our residents – the Sisters and members of the community – with the care they need and deserve.

**Ways to Give**

When you donate to the Elizabeth Seton Residence, you are improving the quality of life for people as they age, regardless of their religious affiliation or financial standing. Your gift will fund innovative patient-centered initiatives, pay for immediate capital needs and support ongoing operating expenses. By supporting the Elizabeth Seton Residence you are a part of the significant positive impact of how seniors experience aging.

Your gift is a vote of confidence in our mission of delivering compassionate caring service in an atmosphere where all feel welcome and respected.

---

### Needs List

#### Physical Plant - Capital Needs

- Overhead Hoyer Lift transfer system for resident safety, comfort & dignity - $4,000 per room, 82 rooms: $328,000
- Heating/Cooling Replacement & Upgrade: $230,000
- Carpeting - Replacement: $150,000
- Flooring - Replacement 4 modules, bathrooms: $118,000
- Lighting - Replacement & LED Upgrade: $45,000
- Windows - Replacement, solarium & corridor: $35,000
- Office Furniture: $9,000

#### Resident Furniture

- Replacement Upholstery Seating for 24 Resident Glider Chairs - $900 per chair: $21,600
- Short Term Rehabilitation Room Furnishings: $20,000
- Resident Room Chairs - $800 per chair; 20 chairs: $16,000
- Resident Living Room Furniture: $16,000
- Bariatric Chairs: $8,000
- Chairs for Country Kitchens - $350 per chair; 20 Chairs: $7,000

#### Resident Activities - Equipment

- Eversound System for Assisted Hearing: $8,500
- Digital Upright Player Piano - 2 @ $4,000 each one for each floor: $8,000
- iPads with earphones, mini speakers and iTunes Gift Cards for iPads “Music and Memory”: $5,000

#### Clinical Equipment

- Bladder Scanner: $9,500

#### Needs List Total:

$1,034,600
We gratefully acknowledge
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Allan & Julie Engel
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Carlota Fagundo
Frances Fahey, SC
Robert Falvey
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Joseph & Lori Ferrante
Joseph F. Finn, Jr.
Heidi Fischer, MD
William Fitzpatrick
Thomas & Celine Flinn
Jennifer Flynn & Michael Pugliese
Harold & Sarah Foley
Mary Foley
Kathleen Forde
Patricia Forde
John Fortini
Fusion Rehab Services, LLC
Eleanor Fusoni
Rita M. Galvin
Robert Gleason
Jean Graham, Care Dimensions
Richard Green
Thomas R. Green, Green's Hardware & Paint
Tara Gregorio, Mass Senior Care Association
Kristin Grey, The Cottage, Wellesley
C. Joseph Grignaffini
R. Scott Grinley, MMDS of Boston
Carol Groden
Betsey Groome, SC
Aileen Halleran, SC
Mary Hanlon, SC
Robert Haskins, Haskins Automotive
Charles & Barbara Hatem
Rev. Bryan Hehir
Tom & Mary Hennessey
Barbara Hernberg
Barbara Higgins, SC
Lorraine Higgins
Marjorie Higgins, SC
Lee Hogan, CSJ
Leonard & Deborah Holt
Sandra E. Jaszek
William H. Johnson, Johnson Consulting
Jacob & Lija Joseph
Ted & Sandy Joseph
Clare A. Joyce
James Joyce, Wellesley Media Corporation
Artemis Kalayjian
John & Maryanne Kearney
Joseph E. & Patricia P. Kelleher
Eva Kelly
Patricia Kelly, SC
Kevin & Aileen Kelly
Mary Ann Kenneally
Joseph & Rita Kenneally
Thomas Kenneally
Patricia Ann Keane Kennedy
William & Maureen Kent
Mary Kerins
Roberta Kerins, SC
Michael & Carol Kerivan
Brian Kingston
Kathleen M. Kingston
Laura Knudson, Medline Industries Foundation
Joseph & Carmen Konzeme
Kathleen Kull, SC
Peter & Nicolette Lanceleve
Bianca La Rose, SC
Christopher Lane, Kerivan-Lane Heating
Elizabeth M. Lanigan
Ted Larson, USI Insurance Services, LLC
Rev. James L. Laughlin
David Leahy, Jr., Boston Textile Co.
Greg LeBrun, Linden Card Store
James & Janet Leonard
Peter Lesbirel
Rev. Msgr. Joseph G. Lind
We extend our sincere sympathy to the many families and individuals associated with the Elizabeth Seton Residence who have lost special loved ones. We give thanks for the memorial gifts we received during 2018 in honor of the following individuals:

**Memorial Gifts**

Sr. Marguerite Armstrong
James & Elizabeth Bailey
Rita M. Burke
Mae Capobianco
Sr. Anne Casey
Sr. Mary Chisholm
Arthur Philip Connelly, MD
Helen G. Connelly
Mary M. Connelly
Ruth Corsini
Robert Q. Crane
Mary A. Cronin
Sr. Kathleen Crowley
Margaret & Stephen Davenport
Doris Donaghue
Cora Feguer
Karen Fitzpatrick
Ruth L. Flynn
Madeline Gately
Sr. Joan George
Sr. Mary Haggerty
Barbara Harden
Mary P. Joyce
Fr. William E. Joyce
Margaret Kierstead
Mary Klepacz
John Kling
Claire A. Kotas
Dominic E. Luppino
Frank & Anne Madden
Angelina Mattson
Mary F. McDevitt
Sr. Carona McDonald
Sr. Ann Mullen
Sr. Catherine Mullen
Thomas P. Mullen
Robert W. Mungovan
Catherine M. O’Brien
Sr. Helen O’Leary
Nancy Powell
Sr. Mary Sepeck
Ruth Sweeney
Adrienne Thorp
Sr. Marilyn Welch
Sr. Margaret White
Sr. Jean Wilson
Margaret Wilson
Eugene & Elizabeth Zabik

---

**2018 Meet the Need Dinner**

Brian London
Kathleen H. Long
Catherine Long
Kathleen Love
Nora Lynch
Vicki Anderson Marcini, Anderson’s Jewelers
G. Robert MacDonald
J.P. Martens, Grotto Bay Resort, Bermuda
Michael & Maureen Mazrimas
Mary Anne McAuliffe
Anne M. McBride
Patricia McCann-Steacie
Edwina McCarthy
Mary McCarthy
Jacqueline McCarthy, CSJ
Richard McCarthy
Frank & Julianne McConville
Alice McCourt, SND
Pamela M. McCourt
Joseph McCoy, C.E. Floyd & Co.
Paul McDonald
Mary Alice McKenzie
Abby McKie
Diane McLaughlin
Maura McNulty
Joan Melanson
Michael & Kelly Joanne Meraw
Dave Meyer, New England Food Foundation
Margaret Miller
Philip Minervino, Lower Falls Wine Co.
Richard Moffat, The Board Guyz
Connie Tong-Morrison, Medline Industries
Peter & Kelley Mongeau
Nancy Lee Monroe, Bank of America
Eileen & Carter Montague
Gayle Morelli
Mary Morley
Cathleen H. Morrison
David & Teresa Moy
Shelmith Muchiri, Blissful Homecare, LLC
Mary Mulhern
Rev. John Mulloy, Jr.
Robert & Clare Mungovan
Barbara A. Murphy
Mark & Patricia Murphy
Robert H. Murphy
Winifred Murphy
Frank and Sheila Mutrie
Kevin Narbonne, Hartney-Greymont
Richard & Mary Ann Nawrocki
Ed & Kira Nelson
Margaret V. O’Connor
Joan O’Keefe, SC
Catherine O’Leary
Mehmet Ozargun, Café Mangal
Ray & Carol Pace
Joseph Paglia
Judy Park, SC
Carla Petruullo
Michael Phillips
Esther Plefka, SC
David Podell, MassBay Community College
Peter H. Powell
Ann Power
Barbara Pyles
James Quinn, Fastframe of Wellesley
Barbara Deveny Redmond
Judith Marie Rollo, SC
Stacey Rebelo, Partners Pharmacy
Ann Regan, SC
Claire Regan
James E. Reilly
Eileen Riley
Bill Robertson, B4 Time, Inc.
Roche Bros.
Jennifer Rogers, The Liberty Hotel
George & Christina Roman
Ellen Rooney
Eugene Ronke
Carl Rosenfield
Christine M. Ross
Fusion Rehabilitation Services
Frank & Barbara Rowbotham
Maryanne Ruzzo, SC
Marty Ryan, Wellesley Country Club
Teresa Ryan
Glenn Sampert, Liberty Hotel
Richard B. Schenkel, Unidine
Cathy Schneider
Charles & Mary Lou Seitz
Tom Sepak
Michele Shea-Fogarty
United Healthcare
Sisters of Charity, Brooklyn, NY
William J. Sheehan
Maryanne Sherlock
Clare L. Smith
Paul G. Smith
Michelle Solomon
Lucy Spezzano
James & Judith Splaine
Kevin Stevens
Dolores Sullivan, SC
Mary E. Sullivan
Mary Kane Sullivan
Maureen Sullivan, Wellesley Bank
Sheelah Sullivan
John Sweeney
John Sweeney Photography
Mary Sweeney
Suzan Hermann Taylor
Andy Tenore
Marc Tetrault
Krista Thibault
Christine & Joe Tierney
Ryan Tocollo
Progressive Benefit Solutions
Taki Tsomides, Tsomides Associates
Terri Valenti, Middlesex Savings Bank
Steven N. Varriale, O’Neil Jewelers
Joan Verner
Barbara & Dennis Viechnicki
Rev. James F. Walsh
Maureen A. Walsh
Demian Wendrow, London Harness
Martha Westwater, SC
Janice Young
Joan Zwible
Memorial & Tribute Donors

Michael Album
James Anderson
Albert & Jane Asher
Louis & Samantha Asher
Gary & Carol Atkinson
Elizabeth Bailey
Jim & Tina Bailey
Lauren Barnes
Steven & Tammy Barry
Ann Bean
Richard & Gail Bean
John & Patricia Bench
Denise Benson
John Berry
Maureen Hanley Bleday
Jon & Kathleen Bonsall
Boston Sand & Gravel
Charitable Foundation
Jeanne-Marie Boylan & Family
Patricia Bradley
Joan Broderick
Richard & Elizabeth Bruhmuller
Bob & Jackie Callan
Alice Campanella
Joseph Claus
Linda Colozzi
Rev. John J. Connelly
Dennis & Jeanne Conroy
Thomas & Maureen Corcoran
Patti Cotelli-Keniston
Patricia Crane & Robert Kozik
James & Linda Crowley
Helen Cummings
Maureen A. Daley
Patricia A. Daley
Elizabeth DeLucia
Robert & Phyllis Sullivan Desrosiers
Phillip Dubuque
Colleen Duffy
Owen & Liz Dugan
Buzz & Mary Lee Dunn
Michael F. Dunn
Marie Dupuis
Margaret Dwyer
Richard Dwyer
David Farrell
Elaine & John Fazekas
Geraldine L. Finn
Michael Firestein
Laurence & Ann Fitzmaurice
William Fitzpatrick
Mary Fix
Frances B. Florencourt
Forde Family Irrevocable Trust
Kathleen Forde
Patricia Ford
Kathleen Francis
Rose Mary Fuss
Hugh & Marilyn Gallagher
James & Catherine Gallant
Wendy, Rich, Sara & Sophie Garber
Louise N. Gill
John & Tricia Glass
The Goldberg Family Foundation
Avram & Carol Goldberg
Deborah B. Goldberg & Michael Winter
Joshua R. Goldberg
Kathleen Goldie
Bambi Halloran
Colleen Halloran
Joanne M. Hart
Barbara Henry
Bridget Farrell Henry
Noel Hentschel
Alissa Hines
James Hosker
Marion Huard
Doris Kads
Charles & Shelly Kappauf
Jane M. Kelleher
Kevin Kelly
Shirley C. Kelly
David & Angela Kenny
Daniel M. Keyes
Ellen Korpi
Joseph & Mary Layden
Patricia Lahey
Michael Laverty
Harvey & Patricia LeBlanc
Ena-Maria Lemke
Nancy Lukitsh
James R. Lonborg, DMD
Stanley Luniewicz
Daniel Lupfer
Richard Luppino
Thomas & Rita Lyons
William Q. MacLean, Jr.
*The MacLean Charitable Trust*
William A. Madden
James & Louise Magaldi
Joan Malinowski
Kevin & Leslie Maloney
Keith & Shirley Marden
Elizabeth Mariani
Mrs. Ferdinand Martignetti & Family
*The Martignetti Companies*
Nicholas Mascolli, III & Deneen Pelletier
Judi Luppino Mello
Frank and Sheila Mutrie
Dorothy McBrine
David C. McCabe
Joanne Marie McCarthy
Philip McCarthy, MD
Paul J. McCourt
Ann McHale
Leah McKinnon-Howe
George & Charlene McLaughlin
William & Ellen Meagher
Thomas Melican
Murray Metcalfe
Anne C. Mills
Shannon Mills
John & Diane Mulhaly
Jay & Laurel Mullen
John & Elizabeth Munzenrider
Diane & Carl Myhill
Thomas Nash
Diane R. Nassif
The Noel Foundation
Anthony Okoren
David & Therese O’Neil
James & Marie O’Sullivan
Margaret Oullette
Margarita Padilla
Peter & Sheila Palandjian
Christopher J. Pentheny
Joseph A. Perna
Richard & Denise Peterson
Whitney & Mimi Powers
Proskauer, LLC
Ann Purcell
Steve Purpura
Lary Rappaport
Lois Ratner
Paul & Carol Reardon
Geraldine A. Regan
Rose Richardson
James & Margaret Roach
Ellen Rooney
Agnes Rose
Kevin T. Russell
Jonathan Sablone
Susan & Mark Sarro
Salvatore & Ann Scibelli
Douglas & Faye Scussell
Terry Philip Segal
Lauren Sexeny
Paul & Gail Shanley
Maryanne Sherlock, SC
Michael Sims
Nelson K. Smith
Laura Stafford
Charles & Elaine Steeger
Penelope Strong
Eileen Sullivan
Bill & Mary Supple
Helen Szymura
David W. Tegeler
Alice M. Thomas
Frances & Charles Thompson
Louis & Lori Totino
Gary Treven
Terry & Joanne Tuylschaeners
Dana Vannasse
Joan Vinal
Joseph & Maureen Vinson
Thomas & Kathleen Walsh
Mr. & Mrs. Henry G. Wells
Joan Wilson & Philip Vasta
Allyn & Lois Woodward, Jr.
Paul & Ann Marie Zajchowski
Joseph Zani
Joan Zwible
Please support the “Meet the Need” Annual Appeal arriving in your mailbox, May 2019 or donate online at www.elizabethseton.org

You can also support the Elizabeth Seton Residence each time you shop at Amazon. Just designate the Elizabeth Seton Residence as your charity through the Amazon Smile program!
The individuals and organizations whose names appear made contributions to the Elizabeth Seton Residence between January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018.

We apologize if we have inadvertently omitted any names, and we hope that you will inform us of any errors so that we can correct our records promptly.
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